Elias Ishoel Sweeps Return Visit To ERX Motor Park

March 8, 2021 (Winnpeg, MB) - ERX Motor Park in Elk River, Minnesota serves at the BOSS Racing
team’s home practice facility during the season. However, a complete redesign of the course for rounds 11
and 12 of the ISOC national snocross tour eliminated any home field advantage the team may have had.
Nonetheless, Elias Ishoel dominated the weekend on his XPS/Ski-Doo as if he built the track himself,
collecting his eighth and ninth wins of the 2021 campaign.
On Friday, the only obstacle to present a challenge to the Viking Rocket was a red flag restart with two
minutes plus two laps remaining in the main event. As the field lined up in an offset single file formation,
Ishoel was at the mercy of a hungry pack that would be right on his heels into the always unpredictable
first turn. Elias was able to rip the start and get
away clean for the win.
Elias Ishoel "When we got the red flag, I was just thinking
about what lines I was going to take the first lap,”
said Ishoel. “I got a good start and I just
managed to stay on top.
On Saturday, Elias struggled a bit in qualifying
but still posted 2-2 finishes. In the main event he
did not get the bet start but was able to systematically pass riders throughout the first one-third of the race
before assuming the lead and cruising to the win.

“I needed to get back into myself after the two qualifiers. I just didn’t drive the best,” said Ishoel. “I just had
to get back to doing what I can do. I just had to relax and think about what I should do out there, and my
job. It worked really well.”
In the Pro Lite division, Jordan Lebel showed his
true character to earn two great results. On Friday,
Lebel struggled in his heat races and had to start
on the back row of the main event by way of a third
place in the last chance qualifier. Unfazed, the
young Québécois raced from thirteenth to fourth,
just one second back from a podium spot.
On Saturday, Lebel was able to win a qualifying
round but a mid-pack start in the final forced
another determined ride in the main event in which he battled from eighth place up to second at the finish.
The series will resume on March 19 at a new tour stop in Eagle River, Wisconsin followed by a return to
Sioux Falls, South Dakota on the 26th. If all goes to plan, a third consecutive Pro title is imminent for Elias
Ishoel, who now has a commanding 86 point lead in the championship.

